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What’s New on the Batteries Digest Website for January 2004
Batteries and Fuel Cells

Celebrating EVS -20 An International Event Highlighting Clean Transportation (Cover Story I)

Editorial Reflections on EVS 20 (Cover Story II)

What’s New on the Batteries Digest
Website for December 2003

Batteries

It All Started With A Battery (Cover Story)

HYBRID VS. GAS CROSS COUNTRY

ITRI’s Material Research Laboratories in Taiwan is working to
produce the new nano-battery for portable communication devices such
as PDAs and notebooks.

Eaton Corporation teams up with other global suppliers to build hybrid
delivery truck to Fed Ex.

U.S. battery and fuel cell materials demand are projected to reach $3
billion in 2007; this is a 6.2 percent increase.

Consumers Association of Singapore finds too much mercury in a third
of non-Alkaline batteries.

South Korea spends US$1billion since 1999 for factories to make
batteries for portable electronics.

GP Batteries reports second quarter profit rise of S$12.56 million.

Oak Ridge Micro-Energy Inc. is developing a thin film rechargeable
lithium microbattery for devices which will be implanted deep inside the
body.

SCI Promotion Group recalls 448,000 mini-flashlights because the
battery compartment can overheat, presenting a possible burn hazard to
consumers.

Fuel Cell

MTU Friedrichshafen unveils the first yacht with a fuel cell propulsion
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Tactical Power Sources Conference
January 29-30, 2004

DoubleTree Hotel, Crystal City, Arlington, VA
www.idga.org/NA-2089-01

Enhancing Battlefield Self Sufficiency Through
Efficient Power Utilization

To meet the power demands of future concepts and missions,
the DoD and industry are developing and managing innovative
power solutions that will permit the mobility, range, and
endurance required by fast moving missions of the future.
IDGA has assembled an unparalleled speaker faculty to address
these demands.

         www.idga.org/NA-2089-01

www.indium.com

system.

Hyundai and Kia will test 32 hydrogen fuel cell
vehicles in the U.S. next year (2004).

Anuvu is  selling a fuel cell truck.  The truck is
running on a fuel cell/battery hybrid engine.

Fuel Cell jobs

Photovoltaics

The North American Board of Certified Energy
Practitioners (NABCEP) completes its first
Photovoltaic (PV) Installed Certification Exam for
nearly 100 first time candidates.

 United Solar Ovonic, LLC installs the largest photovoltaic system in Europe using triple-junction thin-film
amorphous silicon solar technology.

Misecellaneous

DIESEL FUTURES

The Hydrogen Hallucination

Competition for batteries for portable military equipment may come from the diesel engine.

Ask George

Question: I want to decrease separator stratification. Will adding Silica to the separator help by improving the
surface area of the separator?

Ask Isidor

 Q: Is the runtime of a portable device directly related to the size of the battery?
BD

Consumer Electronics Show
January 8-11, 2004, Las Vegas, NV

http://www.cesweb.org/

The International CES is the world’s largest
consumer technology trade show. It drives the
marketplace. It makes business easier to do.
It hands more than 2,000 exhibitors from
every consumer electronics market to you in a
layout that makes sense.

You need to see it to believe it. You need to be
there to make it work for you.
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Long Beach, CA -November 2003. It is refreshing to attend a
well-organized event where hybrids, fuel cell vehicles, grid
and non-grid electric vehicles and even   “clean” ICE
hydrogen autos are all being recognized as helping to create
a healthier environment while at the same time  looking at  a
vision toward less  dependence on oil. It was truly a global
event with 80 credentialed media, 1,447 attendees (including
exhibitors), and 74 vehicles in the ‘Ride ‘n’ Drive.  With 134
auditorium sessions and 70 small lecture presentations,

choices were sometimes difficult to make since there had to
be  triple, quad  and sometimes quintuple tracks.
Representatives came from  32 countries around the world.
Even the United States had persons attending who lived in
44 out of the 50 states.  Working cooperatively,  the worldwide
community  discussed the   potential technologies which are
budding today and with proper care will fully blossom in the
next few decades.

The keynotes

As with any conference, the keynote speakers energize the
audience, create a vision for the future and provide information
and data which stimulates critical thinking of the attendees. The
following are  vignettes from keynoters which help set the tone
for the conference.

- Roy Wilson, Vice Chair of the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SAQMD) Governing
Board in California reminded the audience that in
the Los Angles area there were 67 days in this
past year  in which the air quality did not meet
the U.S. Federal ozone standards, a definite
implication that  steps to correct such problems
need to be taken now.

- Urban Karlstrom, President of the European
Association for Battery, Hybrid and Fuel Cell
Electrics, told the audience that 30 percent of
CO2 emissions in Europe were from the
transportation sector.  He saw the electric vehicle
and hybrid vehicle as having positive well-to-
wheel  energy benefits.  He emphasized a need
for new  tax benefits or incentives to keep the
market for  environmentally friendly vehicles
growing. In the European Union, cooperation
between regulators and the automotive industry
trade association has led to a voluntary
commitment by the industry to reduce CO2
emissions from passenger cars by 25 percent
(based on 1995 levels) by 2008.

-  Representing  the Asia/Pacific rim was Dr.
Hishashi Ishitani, President of the Electric
Vehicle Association.   He sees an escalating
population of vehicles in his area of the world.
In his own country, Japan’s new legislation

requires improvements in auto fuel economy; such improvements
must  show a 23% gain by 2010 when compared to 1995 levels.

- David Garman, Assistant Secretary of Energy for Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy in the U.S., lauded the
government’s commitment of US$1.7 billion for hydrogen and
fuel cell research that will be available over the next five years.
But, he firmly stated that the key to success of clean transportation
in the United States  is the consumer.  The consumer will  make

Hats off to Kateri Callahan, President of the EDTA board in 2003, and Jennifer
Watts, a very active staff member of EDTA; both  were key individauls in
creating a well-organized and productive EVS-20  conference. +

Celebrating EVS -20
An International Event Highlighting

Clean Transportation
by Shirley Georgi
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the ultimate choice - they must be enticed to buy and  a value
must be created.

To date, the U.S. has not ratified the Kyoto Protocol and has
taken no specific actions in reference to  climate change.  The
philosophy purported is that the U.S. government will support
a mix of research and development in “breakthrough’
technologies (i.e. fuel cells) and voluntary emissions controls
by American companies.

 Jim Press, Executive Vice President and COO of Toyota Motor
Sales USA, Inc., set the tone and tenor for the symposium with
a speech that energized the industry.  “ Electric drive
technologies like hybrids and fuel cells are about to boom.
Massive new markets like China and India are coming fully on-
line, and the need to develop complete families of electric drive
vehicles is greater than ever.  These issues are
much bigger than any one company, industry, or
nation.  We’re  talking about the survival of our
planet, and our way of life.  Nothing could be more
important, and we will all play a vital role.  A new
Golden Age of the auto industry has begun and
you are in the right place, at the right time, with the
right ideas, to prosper from it.”

Mr. Press also   highlighted the accomplishments
of his company and the impressive sales of the
Prius.  He predicted that there would be over
500,000 HEVs sold in the U.S. in the next five to
ten years.

Sales of Prius have been better than expected in
2003. The original Prius production plan for 2004

calendar year was 36,000 units, but with 12,000
pre-orders received before the vehicle launched
in mid-October and approximately 10,000 units
delivered in its first six weeks on sale, it has
become  necessary to boost Prius production to
47,000 units annually. Mr. Press highlighted the
test drive of the 2004  Prius from Detroit  to
Washington, D.C; results showed that this
vehicle  had only  1/10 of the emissions compared
to an  ICE (internal combustion engine) vehicle.
He commented that if everyone in the U.S. drove
a Prius , 4 million barrels of oil  would be saved
per day.

Toyota which has enhanced its image  as a
committed  environmental company is continuing
to sell its fourth consecutive model year Prius,
with its pricey Nickel-metal hydride battery pack,
at $19,995.00 so it can be affordable to the general
public. Mr. Press says that Toyota realizes that
the public neither wants to pay more  nor be
inconvenienced by purchasing  an
environmentally friendly vehicle.

T.J. Gauthier, President of the Electricity Innovation Institute,
provided a vision for creating a    hydrogen future with  new
flexibility for the public and electrifying transportation.  He
stressed the key need for a “smart grid ” - a gird which could
diagnose weaknesses, be self healing, could island off and on
depending on the current status of power, had the ability to
automatically reroute electricity for peaks when needed, could
respond instantly  to a problem and be interconnected to a
strong support system of distributed generation (i.e. fuel cells).

Ballard Power Systems’ CEO Dennis Campbell entitled his
talk, “Fuel Cells: The Powertrain of the Future.”  After
describing the accomplishments in the industry, he  noted that
the  next technological challenges were to address the  cold
temperature operation  of fuel cells and to consider best
methods for the storage of hydrogen.

At the Ride ‘n’ Drive, people were eager to take a spin in the 2004 Toyota
Prius hybrid electric vehicle. +

Rob Reiner, Hollywood  director and  producer,  speaks with Ballard
President and  CEO Dennis Campbell.  Both were keynote speakers at the
opening plenary session. +
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Editorial Reflections on EVS 20
by Donald Georgi

In the registration area of the 2003 fuel cells meeting, Toyota boldly
placed their fuel cell SUV,  but meeting attention was given to non
transportation fuel cells. EVS 20 shed the image of hiding fuel cell
transportation under a basket with many and varied offerings from
scooters to trucks. While costs and reliability are still challenges, EVS
presenters had very positive attitudes envisioning near term
implementation  of fuel cells with batteries in transportation applications.
+

The last speaker, Rob Reiner, Hollywood Director and Producer,
“walks the talk” on environmental issues by driving a hybrid
vehicle.  (For many,- he is best remembered as “Meathead” in
the long-running hit television series, “All in the Family.”)  He
proved to be a favorite of the audience as he talked about the
efforts that need to be put forth to have a sustainable
environment work in synergy with a sustainable economy. He
is not only concerned about the melting of the polar ice caps,
but he has also expressed apprehension about dependence on
foreign oil.  He said, “The single best way to fight terrorism is
not to be dependent on foreign oil.”

His answer to enhancing  public awareness lies with the
Hollywood community.  He feels Hollywood celebrities can be
very useful  in helping to advertise the technology for future
hybrid, fuel cell and other hydrogen powered vehicles.  He said
this is about advertising new clean  technology (not about
advertising a specific car).  A consciousness about driving
new clean vehicles  is there and should be spread out to more

consumers.

Although each person attending the conference has his niche
interest and expertise, there is a common bond. “After all,” said
Mr. Reiner, “its all (clean air, clean transportation , less
dependency on foreign oil,  a sustainable environment and
economy) about the commitment we make to each other.”

Going forth

With these closing remarks, the attendees left the auditorium
to attend their specific interest sessions on fuel cells, batteries,
drive systems, environmental impacts, marketing, heavy duty
transport, energy supply /infrastructure,  public policy
propulsion systems,  hybrids and auxiliary components. But,
in going forth, there was a sense of togetherness that would
remain throughout the conference; each individual felt the
energy and synergy  that would be needed to make clean
transportation in a hydrogen economy a reality for tomorrow -
hopefully within  in the next 50 years.

 BD

After having attended the fuel cells 2003 meeting just two weeks
before, BD’s editors
were pleased to be
able to observe the
other “half” of the
fuel cell picture.  Fuel
Cells 2003 had
focused on
stationery, portable
and micro fuel cells,
but had definitely left
the subject of
transportation fuel
cells to EVS.  Other
than having Toyota
display its new fuel
cell SUV, the attendee
would have thought
all fuel cell funding
was circumventing
transportation.  But,
the reverse was true
at EVS where the
attendee would have
gotten the opposite
opinion. Here not
only was the fuel cell
a major player in
e l e c t r i c
transportation, it was

the principal player!

Fuel cell will not leave
batteries in the dust. Today
the commercially available
high-efficiency autos;
Toyota’s Prius and Honda’s
Insight, employ batteries to
recapture braking energy,
provide peak power, and
allow tuning the IC engine
to a lower overall emission
level.  Both Toyota and
Honda extend the hybrid
concept in their fuel cell
vehicles.  Toyota continues
to augment power with
Nickel-metal hydride
batteries while Honda,
having once given up on
super capacitors in its
Insight, are trying super
capacitors in their hybrid
fuel cell vehicle.

Through this meeting and
much recent press, the
casual observer might think
that all vehicles would soon
be powered by fuel cells
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“tanked-up” at the neighborhood hydrogen
“gas” stations. But, observers must try to see as
a much of the “big” picture to sort through the
claims of individuals or groups who rely on
government funding for their paychecks, whether
in government agencies or private industry. This
is not to say that the field of modern
transportation development cannot be trusted.
It is a time of government sponsored open
competition in which there can be many winners
and many losers. By the time a replacement is
needed for dwindling oil supplies, the ‘best’
configurations for transportation will be in place.
In the interim, cleaner operating vehicles can
provide large polluted urban areas with cleaner
air, or at least air no worse than present, as auto
travel continues to increase globally.

As a new challenges for replacing oil-based,
polluting vehicles are presented, a single solution
whether evolutionary, revolutionary, or some
combination of both is not likely to occur.  Over
the next 50 years a large supply of oil will be
available, whether it brings global trade and/or
security problems. The short-term power plant
alternative will have difficulty in being integrated
into this world, which still has a significant supply

of oil. If a fuel cell power plant must live with
onboard reforming of any petroleum product,
the added complexity weight, costs, and lower
reliability limit success to a small quantity of
showcase devices. While not a universal trend,
it appears that offerings at the EVS 20 meeting
are pointing toward vehicles which will be fueled
by hydrogen directly.  This may imply that it is
better to design the simple or more reliable engine
of a decade or more away, and then live with
whatever hydrogen generation opportunities can
be provided in the short term.

The picture of the future is further complicated
by both the selection of the engine and the
method of hydrogen storage.  Organizations with
fuel cell contracts would hope that the fuel cell
would be the future power plant of choice, but
whether being considered in a short and medium-
term or in an all-out time independent
competition, the IC engine is not dead yet.   IC
engines are available which continue to reduce
hazardous emissions, and new designs are being
prepared to further cleanup emissions.  The
addition of the hybrid configuration has proven
that the IC engine can continue to provide both
fuels, and hydrogen fuel on board a vehicle may
not be a black and white issue. Through a
program funded by the DOE’s Advanced Vehicle

The popular presentation of new concept fuel cell powered transportation
at EVS was the cutaway or fundamental assembly as exemplified by the
Honda FCX vehicle. After a failed attempt in using the supercapacitor to
store braking power in the gasoline hybrid Insight, Honda is again
experimenting with a supercapacitor in the fuel cell hybrid. A few years
ago, fuel cell autos were conceived without hybrid augmentation, but the
success of the gasoline powered Prius and Insight have staunchly placed
the battery or supercapacitor in designs of  future fuel cell vehicles. It
appears that the day of the fuel cell hybrid in a visible quantity of
transportation vehicles is rapidly approaching. +

The Exhibits added to the image of growth with a large number of suppliers
having offerings from basic materials to road ready vehicles. Global
representation from Europe, Asia and the Americas supported images
of clean transportation and especially fuel cells as power plants to meet
the challenges of pollution, global warming and energy independence.
With generous seating, excellent lunches in the exhibit area along with
the Small Lecture Series (poster sessions) and the Internet Cafe, this
hall was the ‘home base’ for attendees.+
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The U.S. Department of Energy sponsored this Internet Cafe which was
an ever popular place for attendees to check e mail or search for web
specialties.  What self respecting fuel cell based conference such as
EVS could be powered by anything other than a portable fuel cell,  as in
this case, with units provided by Ballard, seen in the lower center of the
photo? (Ed. note: When he saw this picture, R2D2 wanted to get a date
with the portable fuel cell, with or  without the hydrogen cylinder, noting
how cute the fuel cell was. But then, not many have experience with a
hydrogen cylinder being a mother-in-law. ) +

Testing Activity, a fueling station in Phoenix, Arizona offers
pure hydrogen, pure CNG and blended hydrogen with CNG.
These fuels are used in various forms of internal combustion
engine test vehicles.  One of them is a Mercedes-Benz ICE van.
Two others are Ford F150 pickups operating on blends up to
50 percent hydrogen.  Another fleet is being operated with 15
percent hydrogen.

Program overview

EVS 20 made the most of an attendees visit by offering five
parallel tracks and Small Lecture Series (poster) sessions,
available in the exhibit hall. The good part of multiple tracks
and sessions is that the visitor can attend the exact session of
greatest interest with a downside that often many interesting
sessions will be given at the same time. Eventually the ‘child in
the candy store’ feeling must give way to a best choice. With
all the presentations provided on a CD, the attendee can still
get the salient points of a missed presentation after returning
to the home computer. For those who were unable to attend,
the CD is available from the Electric Drive Transportation
Association (EDTA) website, www.electricdrive.org.

As BD has scanned  the sessions, we are grouping
presentation boundaries in six topic areas as follows:

Advanced Batteries

Fuel Cells
Drive and Propulsion Systems
Environment, Education and Infrastructure
Heavy Duty, Public Transport and Military

In the following issues, these topic areas will be overviewed so
that our readers can share the state of EVS thinking and where
appropriate, make contact with presenters.

Evening festivities

Usually, the job of reporting on a technical meeting such as
EVS involves lengthy times in presentations, extended tours
through the exhibit area, and conversations to expand
understanding of the meeting through the comments of other
attendees.  All this happened at EVS, but there was one more
delightful aspect to the meeting, an evening dinner reception
aboard the historic ocean liner, Queen Mary.  The combination
of such a majestic vessel, wonderful food and entertainment,
perfect weather and a majestic skyline provided the fitting
atmosphere for a well-planned and executed meeting which met
its objectives of providing a detailed update on the state of
electric transportation.

Credits for this meeting began  with EDTA selecting Long Beach,
California as the site of EVS 20.  The credits continue to unfold
to Toyota Motor Sales, USA and Southern California Edison

for sponsoring such a wonderful  cite as the Queen
Mary.  Only a 3 minute bus ride from the conference,
the majestic Queen Mary has been permanently
docked into the Long Beach Harbor since
December of 1967, Owned by the city of Long
Beach, the vessel’s ballrooms; eating,
entertainment, walkways and sight-seeing areas
have been restored to original condition. Converted
cabins  can be rented as hotel  accommodations
for people seeking to recapture the complete flavor
of a shipboard experience.

The meeting attendees were provided delicious
seafoods, specialties and desserts on  hundreds
of  feet of passageway between sumptuous
ballrooms, dining areas and viewing decks.
Outstanding musical groups provided a variety of
music which perfectly matched the mood of the
visitors with the historical beauty of this grand
ship. Of special note was the sound level and
quality of the music. All too often, current meetings
have evening socials and dinners which are
followed by musical groups belching sound with
thousands of Watts of amplification to cover over
limited musical skills. The noise drives meeting
attendees to areas beyond the noise. On the Queen
this evening , the dining and entertainment
supplied by sponsors Southern California Edison
and Toyota Motor Sales, USA was outstanding.
Especially appreciated was the variety of live music
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From the after deck of the Queen Mary, the jeweled lights of Long Beach provided  the perfect backdrop to a broadly based and detailed
conference celebrated with this outstanding evening of fellowship aboard one of history’s grandest transportation experiences. +

EVS 20 Attendees began their evening of enchanting recreations of life aboard
the Queen Mary, as the above dramatic view of her entire 1,019 foot length set
the stage for her immense size. This is the same view which greeted Queen
Mary and King George V , on that September day in 1934 when they launched
the ship for her final outfitting. No longer venturing out to sea, the Lady had
made 1,001 safe crossings of the Atlantic, and did her part in support of the
WW II allies with 569,429 dangerous miles carrying up to 15,000 troops at a
time. +

which was very enjoyable, completing the evening’s aura of
historic majesty on board such a luxurious ship.
Music was played at comfortable sound levels
which gave people a chance to converse
normally, a feature not often found in meeting
entertainment these days.

EVS attendees were enlightened by photos and
histories of the wartime service of the Queen
from 1940 to 1946, in which she carried a total of
765,429 military personnel. Visitors engulfed by
hardwood walled ballrooms could relive the
enjoyment of Atlantic crossing passengers
being pampered on such a gigantic yet
personable ship.  Taking a walk around the fantail
on the beautiful California night one was
enchanted by the  mysteriously dark invitation
of the Pacific night and the bay offering a
wonderful view of the city of Long Beach as it
sparkled with its many colors of lights.

Whether the quality of the keynotes, the
presentations, the depth of the exhibitor
products, the ride ‘n’ drive, the scope of the
program guides, the presentation
documentation, the connectivity of the lunch
and  coffee times or the Evening on the Queen,
EVS 20 provided the right offerings. It will be
difficult for future EVS conferences to do as
well, unless an economical and reliable fuel cell
is introduced.

BD
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Toby’s Column...

Hello Readers,

Happy New Year, and the best to you and your families! After a long
recovery with two major surgeries, I am finally back both to chase
rabbits and to serve you with information updates about BD.

Having played the part of the Christmas sheep too often, I have gotten
to prefer being ‘Tobolph the black nosed reindeer’ as you see in my
picture. It is somewhat humiliating to a lead dog such as myself, but it
does get me extra treats over the holidays, so I go along with it.

Now, for the big information bubble. You will note a change in the Newsletter story file, but
for those of you who receive the Acrobat form by e mail, there will be  no difference.

To make a short story of the whole matter, we will no longer place the cover story in the
topics section of the website. To get the cover story, the visitor will merely download the
issue.

What is the purpose you ask? Our purpose is first to increase the number of visitors who use
the Acrobat Newsletter. The second purpose is to give advertisers visibility both in the
Newsletter and the Website. We will be extending all quarter screen web ads in the Newsletter
as a quarter page ad in with the story. We haven’t made that change in the January issue yet,
but you will find it in the following issues.

Since we already have thousands of visitors to the website each month, we hope to increase
the number of downloads or subscriptions to the Newsletter from hundreds to thousands.
Here is a bit of the ‘heads-up’ news from me to you. There are still a lot of great ad locations
left, so think of becoming part of the family as an advertiser. If your organization is committed
both to improving the awareness of batteries, fuel cells and photovoltaics and to help support
open publications such as BD, your presence would be greatly appreciated.

If you are presently downloading the Newsletter as an Acrobat file from the web, we can
make it more convenient for you by sending the file as an e mail attachment each month.
There is no cost for this service. To do this, just send me an e mail with your name, organization,
address, position and phone number. We won’t bug you with phone advertising or trash
email. When you deal with an organization such as ours, led by an AKC registered Yellow
lab like me, you know you are going to be treated with dignity and respect. (That offer does
not extend to the Energizer Bunny to whom I still have an open invitation to meet me for a
speed and endurance race, before dinner.)

Tail wags to you, \ / \ / \ / \ /

TOBYTOBYTOBYTOBYTOBY


